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Introduction:  The High Resolution Imaging Sci-

ence Experiment (HiRISE) on the Mars Reconnais-
sance Orbiter (MRO) has imaged seasonal activity for 
five martian years. The HiRISE seasonal observation 
campaign has multiple objectives; one of them is to 
identify changes in the surface over many martian 
years in order to estimate current erosion rates in the 
polar areas. HiRISE is particularly well equipped for 
this purpose: it has the highest spatial ground resolu-
tion of all the instruments orbiting Mars, up to 25 cm 
per pixel. It can use the capability of the MRO space-
craft to roll off-nadir in order to image a location with 
the same illumination geometry that was used in the 
initial observations. Multiple cases of surface changes 
in polar and circumpolar latitudes have been identified 
with the help of HiRISE data, such as seasonal frost-
dust avalanches on the north polar scarp, expansion of 
the pits called swiss cheese on the permanent southern 
CO2 cap, currently forming gullies and other morpho-
logical changes on martian dunes, etc. 

Although HiRISE has proven to be a good tool for 
detecting surface changes, we have not yet detected 
clear visible changes in araneiform terrains. Aranei-
form terrains are probably the most seasonally active 
areas in the Martian polar regions. These areas are ex-
tensively monitored every spring to study dark and 
bright seasonal fan deposits that are believed to result 
from eruptions of cold CO2 jets. The current general 
understanding is that the jets are the result of sublima-
tion of CO2 ice under the seasonal ice caps due to a 
solid-state greenhouse effect. The model that explains 
cold CO2 jets’ formation was developed by H. Kieffer 
[1]. According to this model both seasonal deposits 
and permanent araneiform features (“spiders”) are the 
result of cold jet eruptions. It takes multiple repetitions 
of a spring jet eruption to erode the substrate and cre-
ate araneiform troughs [1]. 

There are several possible explanations for the ab-
sence of visible changes of topography in the troughs 
of araneiforms. The changes might happen but be be-
low the ability of HiRISE to resolve them. This would 
mean that their horizontal extent does not exceed 25 
cm over 5 martian years. It is possible that the aranei-
forms in the southern polar areas do not currently 
erode. Despite the fact that we observe very active 
seasonal changes in these areas, the substrate material 
might be too stiff for the current erosive forces of the 
CO2 gas flow to destabilize it. This would imply that 
seasonal CO2 jets currently only recycle the dust layer 

that gets deposited during summer. Araneiforms then 
must be ancient features created during a period (or 
periods) of different climate. 

The above reasons might explain the observed 
steadiness of the araneiform troughs over the last 5 
martian years. However, away from the largest aranei-
forms and the most active areas, we have detected new 
shallow dendritic troughs that being created and modi-
fied at the present time. 

Detections of new dendritic troughs:  New 
troughs arranged in dendritic patterns were detected in 
several locations in southern polar areas. There are in 
total 6 different examples in 5 locations. The locations 
with detected changes tend to be at lower latitudes 
compared to the very active locations with seasonal 
blotches and fans that HiRISE routinely monitors. All 
the examples detected so far are at latitudes between -
81° and -68° while most of seasonally active targets of 
HiRISE are between southern pole and -80◦. All the 
examples are in the direct vicinity of dunes. Below we 
discuss one case of new dendritic troughs in detail. 
Other examples of new dendritic troughs from differ-
ent locations will be discussed in the presentation. 

Figure 1 shows high-resolution close-ups of den-
dritic troughs that develop and evolve at (-70.4°, 
178.2°). HiRISE is routinely monitoring this location 
to detect dune gullies’ formation. The location is inside 
a dune field nested in a degraded crater. The location is 
seasonally active: it exhibits seasonal fans and blotches 
in early spring and multiple dust devils tracks appear 
during late spring. One can see albedo patches of dif-
ferent brightness on the frames a) - d) that are attribut-
ed to those. 

Dendritic troughs shown in Figure 1 first became 
visible between summers of MY 30 and MY 31. Fig-
ure 1 shows the appearance and development of the 
structure. Panel a) shows no signs of the troughs that 
are visible on the panel b) and traced on the panel e). 
From MY 31 to MY 32 the dendritic troughs devel-
oped a more complex shape with several new tributar-
ies: panels c) and f) show the troughs visible during the 
late local spring of MY 32. We show here an image 
taken in local summer of MY 32 to insure that the ob-
served troughs are visible in the ice-free season and 
they are indeed carved in the substrate and not in the 
seasonal layer that might have still been present on the 
surface when images b) and c) were taken. 

The geometry of observations slightly differs be-
tween the frames: the incidence angle of incoming 
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solar light varies from 53.8° to 71.1°, phase angle from 
47.7° to 68.5°. Phase functions of either dry Martian 
regolith or mix of Martian regolith with CO2 ice or 
water ice are measured to be smooth in these ranges of 
phase angles [2]. The ripples visible in all frames pro-
vide additional justification that the small-scale surface 
features (1-10 m) must be recognizable on all images. 
In addition some of the troughs themselves are visible 
through the years as well. 

A dark blotch marks the center where the troughs 
converge. It is first visible in MY 31 (panel b) and 
more extended in the following year (panel c). We 
interpret it as a deposit of the jet eruption that carved 
out the troughs. It will eventually fade away similar to 
other seasonal albedo features in this area. 

Panel g) shows an overlay of the traced troughs 
from both years 31 and 32. Note that some troughs 
extended and new troughs developed as tributaries to 
the previously existing ones. Also a part of the trough 
from MY 31 has disappeared. This points to the par-
tially random nature of the process acting here. This 
fits well with the observation that statistical variations 
of the physical processes lead to the development of 
the dendritic shapes in nature [3]. The paths taken 
more often create deeper troughs and become more 
pronounced and sometimes new path created by the 
statistical variation takes over to create new tributaries. 
In other cases new path completely exhausts some of 
the older ones and those degrade. The new dendritic 
trough is possibly an onset of a future complex and 
extended dendritic feature similar to araneiforms. 

Discussion: Several locations in southern polar re-
gions exhibited development of new troughs over re-
cent Martian years. Their connection to the blotches 
and their fractal dendritic structure speak in favour of 
their relationship to the early spring jet activity. How-
ever, there are still some uncertainties. It is possible 
that the retreat of the dune exposes the underlying 
troughs that later might get active and accelerate the 
erosion. It is also not yet clear if the troughs are per-
manent features because of their proximity to the mov-
able dune material. In the northern polar erg similar 
features (called furrows) were observed on top of the 
dunes [4]. In contrast to the northern furrows, southern 
dendritic troughs do not form on the main dune body, 
but rather in-between the dunes or on the dune bounda-
ry where the sand layer is the thinnest. In addition, 
dendritic troughs exhibit gradual development of their 
shape from one MY to the next while furrows get 
erased. Future observations will show with certainty if 
the troughs persist and expand or get erased by the 
next southern summer. 
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Figure 1: Development of dendritic troughs. Panels a) through d) show sub-frames of HiRISE images 
ESP_022255_1095, ESP_031024_1095, ESP_039912_1095, ESP_041402_1095 respectively. The images were 
taken at Ls =281.4° of MY 30, Ls =279.1° of MY 31, Ls =282.6° of MY 32, and Ls =348.8° of MY 32. Panels e) 
and f) show the new troughs traced from HiRISE sub-frames b) and c) accordingly, and panel g) is an overlap of 
the two. 
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